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MTH6101 - INTRODUCTION TO MACHINE LEARNING - 2021/22

YOU CAN PREVIEW THIS QUIZ, BUT IF THIS WERE A REAL ATTEMPT, YOU WOULD BE BLOCKED BECAUSE:

This quiz is not currently available

QUESTION 1 Not yet answered Marked out of 20.00

A centered dataset with  observations and  variables was analysed to reduce its dimensionality. As part of Principal Component Analysis, the following variance-covariance matrix  was

generated

A) Compute and write the numerical value of the eigenvalue  of . This eigenvalue is located in the position  of the matrix  and is simultaneously the sample variance of the score PC4:

B) Compute and write the percentage of total variability explained by the Principal component PC4. The number you write should be between 0 and 100 and you should include decimals in your

answer. 

C) As seen in lectures, the eigenvalue  is related to , one singular eigenvalue of the data matrix . Compute and write the value of . 

D) A threshold of total variability explained has been set at 80\%. How many principal components must you select? Write your answer. 

QUESTION 2 Not yet answered Marked out of 20.00

Consider the following data set with  observations and  variables. The data set is given next

as well as the distance matrix using the “Euclidean” metric. The symbol  in the matrix below is to be calculated later.

A) In the distance matrix there is a missing distance . Compute its value and write it. 

B) Consider two arbitrary clusters GH and ABCDEFI. Compute and write the dissimilarity between these clusters under “average” linkage. 

C) Using the above data X, the R command KM<-kmeans(x=X,centers=3) was run, with the following output

> KM$cluster

[1] 2, 1, 2, 2, 3, 3, 1, 3, 3

There is interest in determining the center of the cluster identified with the label 1. By computing this center manually or otherwise, identify which of the following is the correct centroid of this

cluster: 

D) Still using the above data X, the R command pam(x=X,k=3)->PM was run, with the following output:

> PM$id.med

[1] 1, 7, 6

Identify correctly the medoids yielded by this cluster analysis. 
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QUESTION 3 Not yet answered Marked out of 20.00

The following data are the results of a classification analysis. The output includes the validation output Ytrue and predicted classifications obtained with three trained classification algorithms

termed Y1, Y2 and Y3.

Analyze the performance of the classifier Y1. To this end and using the given data, compute the usual figures TN, FP, FN and TP for the confusion matrix as well as the performance measures TPR and

FPR. Report the figures you have obtained and briefly comment on the performance of this classifier.



QUESTION 5 Not yet answered Marked out of 5.00

Given a data set X, the following R commands have been run:

library(cluster);

agnes(x=X)->AG;

K<-3; kmeans(x=X,centers=K)->KM

Match the following objects with what you expect the R output to be.

AG$height Choose...

AG$order Choose...

KM$cluster Choose...

KM$betweenss Choose...

KM$tot.withinss Choose...

KM$totss Choose...

KM$withinss Choose...

QUESTION 6 Not yet answered Marked out of 5.00

Examine carefully the following lines of R code.

X<-scale(x=X,center=TRUE,scale=FALSE)

S<-svd(x=X)

S$dˆ2/(nrow(X)-1)

S$v

pairs(S$u\%*\%diag(S$d))

Briefly explain what the code is about, and what each line of code is doing. If there is output, say what would the output be.



◄ Lecture notes Jump to... Sample exam 2020/2021 (hidden) ►
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